Desi ner
Shingles

If you have a vision for your home,
GAF has a Designer Shingle to help
you achieve it.

It’s never just
about the roof —
it’s about who
lives under it
Your home is an extension of you. It tells people who you
are, and what you care about. Choosing a GAF roof says
you care about shelter and security. Selecting a GAF
Designer Shingle says… whatever else you want it to.
Explore texture, color, shape, size, and shadow — and find
the Designer roof that speaks to you.
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It’s where
art meets
engineering
GAF Designer Collection Shingles are more than
a pretty roof. They’re engineered with Advanced
Protection® Technology, GAF Time-Release AlgaeFighting Technology, and proprietary Dura Grip™
Adhesive for durability.
If you live in the Sunbelt, storm-prone mountain
foothills, or a moist region plagued by blue-green
algae, there’s a Designer Shingle with features
designed to help protect your home. From our
Reflector Series™ Shingle colors that reflect the
sun’s UV rays, to ArmorShield® II Shingles that
pass the UL 2218 Class 4 Impact-Resistance Test,
to the 25-Year StainGuard Plus™ Algae Protection
Limited Warranty against unsightly blue-green
algae discoloration1 that’s now included with many
of our GAF Designer Shingles, we have a beautiful
roof engineered for you.
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StainGuard Plus™ Time-Release Technology is available only on Shingles sold in packages bearing the StainGuard Plus™ logo.
Products with StainGuard Plus™ Time-Release Technology are covered by a 25-year limited warranty against blue-green algae
discoloration. See GAF Shingle & Accessory Limited Warranty for complete coverage and restrictions, and qualifying products.

It’s a system,
built to
protect
A roof is so much more than shingles.
It’s layers of protection, working
together to keep your home safe
from wind, rain, snow, and even sun.
Peek under the shingles at
gaf.com/System

†

Install any GAF Lifetime† Shingle
and any 3 qualifying GAF
Accessories and get a Lifetime†
limited warranty on your
qualifying GAF products plus

non-prorated coverage for the
first 10 years. For even stronger
coverage, ask your GAF factorycertified contractor1 about
enhanced GAF warranties.

LIFETIME

†

LIMITED
WARRANTY TERM

†

Lifetime refers to the length of warranty coverage provided and means as long as the original individual owner(s) of a single-family
detached residence [or eligible second owner(s)] owns the property where the qualifying GAF products are installed. For other
owners/structures, Lifetime coverage is not applicable. Lifetime coverage on shingles requires the use of GAF Lifetime Shingles only.
See the GAF Shingle & Accessory Limited Warranty for complete coverage and restrictions. Visit gaf.com/LRS for qualifying
GAF products. Lifetime coverage on shingles and accessories requires the use of any GAF Lifetime Shingle and at least 3 qualifying
GAF Accessories. See the GAF Roofing System Limited Warranty for complete coverage and restrictions. For installations not eligible
for the GAF Roofing System Limited Warranty, see the GAF Shingle & Accessory Limited Warranty. Visit gaf.com/LRS for qualifying
GAF products.

1

Contractors enrolled in GAF certification programs are not employees or agents of GAF, and GAF does not control or otherwise
supervise these independent businesses. Contractors may receive benefits, such as loyalty rewards points and discounts on
marketing tools from GAF for participating in the program and offering GAF enhanced warranties, which require the use of a
minimum amount of GAF products.

The GAF Lifetime† Roofing System
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Ridge Cap Shingles
The finishing touch that
helps defend against leaks
at the hips and ridges
Cobra® Attic Ventilation
Helps reduce attic
moisture and heat
Lifetime† Shingles
Beautify and protect
for years to come
Starter Strip Shingles
Helps guard against
shingle blow-offs
Roof Deck Protection
Helps shield the roof
deck from moisture
infiltration
Leak Barrier
Helps prevent leaks
caused by wind-driven
rain and ice dams
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It’s the contours
of history
When GAF commissioned artisans to handcraft the
contours of our Designer Collection Shingles, we
invited them to draw inspiration from classic European
architecture, rustic American traditions, and even the
organic shapes and colors found in nature itself.
As a result, our Designer Collection comprises the classic
clean lines and deep structural shadows of European
manors, the hand-hewn pioneer feel of the American West,
and even the dramatic asymmetry of the primeval forest.
It’s a creative palette of roof shapes and colors unlike any
other — designed to help you add the perfect finishing
touch to your dream home.
Now we invite you to find your inspiration. Explore the GAF
Designer Collection Shingle styles and colors that suit your
home and lifestyle at gaf.com/VHR

Camelot II
®

Designer Shingles

Antique Slate
A cool gray with a beautiful green undertone,
Antique Slate coordinates well with both grays
and greens, as well as with white, cream, and
ivory exteriors.

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

Camelot II
®

Designer Shingles

Barkwood
This popular brown is warm and inviting,
welcoming you home. It’s an outstanding choice
that pairs beautifully with most warm colors but
it’s just as much at home with blues and greens.

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

Camelot II
®

Designer Shingles

Charcoal
Charcoal is the most neutral of shades, and
works wonderfully with blues, grays, whites,
yellow, gold, sage, and green.

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

Camelot II
®

Designer Shingles

Royal Slate
Its rich burgundy and blue tones provide
subtle sophistication and nobility to a broad
range of home styles and colors. It especially
complements white, gray, and blue color
families, as well as brick exteriors.

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

Camelot II
®

Designer Shingles

Weathered Timber
Natural earth tones are enhanced with a hint
of spice to make this color shine. This mid-tone
brown complements a wide range of colors,
from beiges and browns to greens and golds.

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

Slateline

®

Designer Shingles

Antique Slate
Captures the traditional look of slate; it’s a cool
gray hue that pairs well with cool companion
colors. It also adds a rich look to light brick exteriors.

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

Slateline

®

Designer Shingles

English Gray
Friendly and inviting, this strong neutral hue
is one of the most versatile colors for home
exteriors.

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

Slateline

®

Designer Shingles

Royal Slate
This shingle’s vibrant burgundy and blue
tones lend a sophisticated touch to a broad
range of home styles and colors. It especially
complements white, gray, and blue color
families, as well as brick exteriors.

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

Slateline

®

Designer Shingles

Weathered Slate
A delightful combination of warm and cool
tones make this remarkable shingle an ideal
choice for pairing with both the gray and
brown color families, as well as with
neutral palettes.

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

Woodland

®

Designer Shingles

Castlewood Gray
This shingle is a standout against more neutral
colors; it adds a rich look to basic white exteriors
and complements red brick beautifully.

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

Woodland

®

Designer Shingles

Cedarwood Abbey
A cool color paired with a warm undertone
makes for a roof with European charm; looks
great with cool grays and browns.

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

GrandSequoia

®

Designer Shingles

Autumn Brown
This deep brown has welcoming warmth and
charm. Its dark tones are ideal finishes for any
home exterior.

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

GrandSequoia

®

Designer Shingles

Cedar
The golden tones of fresh cedar wood give this
shingle a zest and liveliness that pairs beautifully
with warm exteriors.

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

GrandSequoia

®

Designer Shingles

Charcoal
This dark, rich gray is a favorite thanks to its
flexibility. Pairing well with both warm and cool
colors, it makes statement on a wide range of
home styles.

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

GrandSequoia

®

Designer Shingles

Mesa Brown
This delightful blend of browns with terra cotta
makes a wonderfully appealing combination for
pairing with warm tones on home exteriors.

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

GrandSequoia

®

Designer Shingles

Weathered Wood
This perennial favorite emulates the color of
weathered cedar. Straddling the line between
warm and cool tones, its versatility makes it a
timeless choice for many home styles.

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

GrandCanyon

®

Designer Shingles

Black Oak
Sophisticated and stately, Black Oak radiates
a grand magnificence — from its deep, dusky
ambience to its rich red undertones.

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

GrandCanyon

®

Designer Shingles

Mission Brown
Robust browns accented with distinctive
touches of ebony give this shingle its grandeur,
making Mission Brown — and your home —a
showstopper in every aspect.

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

GrandCanyon

®

Designer Shingles

Stone Wood
An enticing blend of browns dances with earthy
hints of green and orange in Stone Wood, giving
your home an uplifting, dynamic presence.

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.

GrandCanyon

®

Designer Shingles

Storm Cloud Gray
As powerfully impactful as a summer squall,
Storm Cloud Gray gracefully merges a
refreshing blend of cool and warm grays
with a tranquil green undertone.

Note: It is difficult to reproduce the color clarity and actual color blends of these products. Before selecting your color, please ask to see several full-size shingles.
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It’s protection
for your
investment
We can’t do anything about your 401k or the market
value of your baseball cards, but we can help you find
confidence in your roof investment. After all, your new
GAF Designer Collection roof comes with a warranty
backed by GAF, North America’s largest roofing
manufacturer.
Compare warranty choices
gaf.com/Warranty

Every GAF Designer Shingle comes with
a transferable Lifetime† limited warranty
— plus, GAF is the only roofing company
whose shingles have earned the Good
Housekeeping Seal.

†

LIFETIME

†

LIMITED
WARRANTY TERM

Install any GAF Lifetime† Shingle and
any 3 qualifying GAF Accessories
and get a Lifetime† limited warranty on
your qualifying GAF products plus nonprorated coverage for the first 10 years.
For even stronger coverage, ask your
GAF factory-certified contractor1 about
enhanced GAF warranties.

†

Lifetime refers to the length of warranty coverage provided and means as long as the original individual owner(s)
of a single-family detached residence [or eligible second owner(s)] owns the property where the qualifying
GAF products are installed. For other owners/structures, Lifetime coverage is not applicable. Lifetime coverage
on shingles requires the use of GAF Lifetime Shingles only. See the GAF Shingle & Accessory Limited Warranty for
complete coverage and restrictions. Visit gaf.com/LRS for qualifying GAF products. Lifetime coverage on shingles
and accessories requires the use of any GAF Lifetime Shingle and at least 3 qualifying GAF Accessories. See the
GAF Roofing System Limited Warranty for complete coverage and restrictions. For installations not eligible for the
GAF Roofing System Limited Warranty, see the GAF Shingle & Accessory Limited Warranty. Visit gaf.com/LRS for
qualifying GAF products.

1

Contractors enrolled in GAF certification programs are not employees or agents of GAF, and GAF does not control
or otherwise supervise these independent businesses. Contractors may receive benefits, such as loyalty rewards
points and discounts on marketing tools from GAF for participating in the program and offering GAF enhanced
warranties, which require the use of a minimum amount of GAF products.
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